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The Shinmachi River  新町川 

A birds-eye view of Tokushima City reveals that its centre is an island 

formed by several small rivers and canals. Tokushima Station and 

Tokushima Park are situated on this island and the rest of the city is 

accessed by several bridges, each with their own history. The most famous 

of these rivers is the Shinmachi, after which this section is named.  

This area has arguably been influenced by Western contact more than 

any other in Tokushima. Steamboats left from here, bound for Kobe and 

Osaka, taking the youth of Tokushima with them. White indigo 

storehouses stood proudly by the boats in Senba until cheap foreign dyes 

led to the collapse of local industry. The first jazz music could be heard 

echoing along the first paved streets lit by curved streetlamps.  

However, the “music of the enemy” soon ceased, forbidden by national 

decree. Then the bombs fell. Only the scorched shells of the reinforced 

concrete buildings along the river remained on 4th July 1945. 

Nevertheless, the area was gradually rebuilt and, today, the banks and 

boardwalks of the Shinmachi are once again the city’s cultural centre.      
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The Shinmachi River  新町川 

Senba is where ships arrive 

The storehouse is where the boy cries 

The high tide from Kawaguchi brings boats and the smell of the sea up 

the Shinmachi 
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The sound of the flying plovers' wings 

Chou-yan the apprentice, tired of storehouse work, stares lazily into the 

river 

Last night he dreamt of his mother back home 

Again 
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Shinmachi Bridge 新町橋 

When people dance during Obon they sang “Let’s dance to the Shinmachi 

Bridge, join us, join us!” Many people crossed the bridge to go cherry 

blossom viewing at Taki no Yama, shopping in the Shinmachi area, or to 

go on a cruise. The bridge has always been the centre of city life. A parade 

to mark victory in the Sino-Japanese War passed over the bridge. The 

Sino-Japanese War in 1937, followed by the Asia-Pacific War in 1941 –  

the Shinmachi Bridge bore witness to it all as the early Showa period 
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dragged Tokushima through the horrors of war. 
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Kasuga Bridge  春日橋 

Kasuga Bridge was built between Senba-cho and Aiba-cho in January 

1930. Built with reinforced concrete, it was a very modern bridge in its 
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day, but for a time it saw little traffic until a connecting road was finally 

built on its north end in Aiba. Kasuga beach lies near its south end, and 

Kasuga Shrine was just at the foot of Bizan. The pagoda on Bizan could be 

seen from the bridge as well. 
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Senba Bridge  船場橋 

This bridge was built in 1911 at the confluence of the Sakagawa and 

Shinmachi rivers. At that time it was popular for its modern architectural 

style. Many ships used this stretch of river, people recall steamboats 

making a ‘pon pon’ sound and producing rings of smoke from their funnels 

as they passed. The large pine trees on the beach in Okuda shaded the 

river, making its blue even deeper. 
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Kita-Sako bridge  北佐古橋 

This bridge was built in 1911 at the confluence of the Sakagawa and 

Shinmachi rivers. At that time it was popular for its modern architectural 

style. Many ships used this stretch of river, people recall steamboats 

making a ‘pon pon’ sound and producing rings of smoke from their funnels 

as they passed. The large pine trees on the beach in Okuda shaded the 

river, making its blue even deeper. 
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New Year at the Shinmachi Bridge  正月の新町橋 

The Shinmachi River has always been the centre of the city. On New 

Year’s Day, among the people dressed in their finest clothing crossing over 

the Shinmachi Bridge were the Sanbaso puppeteers. Their busy season 

starts on the 2nd and ends on the 15th, when the shimenawa are put 

away the Sanbaso puppeteers followed, praying for the happiness of the 

people. It wasn't only the Sanbaso, either – there were also Fuku 

puppeteers, Ebisu puppeteers, Daikoku puppeteers, all of them going 

from house to house, performing and receiving thanks and mochi. 
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Night rain over the Shinmachi 新町橋夜雨 

The street leading towards the Shinmachi Bridge was made from asphalt 

bricks, lit by the curved, multi-bulb suzuran street lamps. It was the first 

paved street in Tokushima, with a giant canvas stretched overhead 

adding to the modern feel. 
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A coffee shop called Tokushima Kaikan was built near the end of the 

Shinmachi Bridge in 1931. Underneath its rainbow lights, the cafe's 

resident jazz band played hit songs such as ‘Dina Arabia’, ‘My Blue Sky’ 

and ‘My Beloved’. The cafe had a slogan: “Whether you're young or old, 

come on down! Our beautiful waitresses will shower you with attention 

like rain!” 

 Just as the slogan says, a sweet dreary rain often fell on the willow near 

the bridge, but the electric clock donated by the clockmakers union went 

on keeping time without rest. The time that jazz of any sort would be 

strictly forbidden was just around the corner; the youth of the Showa 

period was to be fleetingly short-lived. 
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Transport ferries  巡航船 

In 1892, these boats started operations between the Shinmachi bridge 

and the Bunmei bridge in Muya. A railway was constructed in 1916 

between Muya and Nakahara (in Ojin-cho), but the railway could not 

span the Yoshino River, and so Shinmachi and Nakahara continued to be 

connected by these small ferries. Rings of white smoke would escape from 

the boats, disappearing into the high sky. 
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Ferry pier 巡航船乗り場 

The ferry landing was as small as the journey times were short, but just 

as the Shinmachi River still seemed to smell like the sea, the ferry 

landing still somehow gave one the feeling of embarking on a voyage. 

Their passengers' faces visible in their small windows, the ferries made 

their way back and forth, their red hulls filled with passengers' dreams. 
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The North-end of Shinmachi Bridge  新町橋北詰 

Ichikawa-Seiyoken, the first western style restaurant in Tokushima, was 

located at the north-end of Shinmachi-bashi bridge. The Emoto catering 
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shop was also popular. West from there, past Nezu alley, there's a channel 

leading to the Shinmachi River. They say in the Meiji Era, an old tanuki 

lived at the channel's floodgate, which was painted black. In the 

mid-Meiji period, a goblin also lived there, and it was said that at 

midnight it would fly between the Kottsan pine at Nezu and the pine tree 

at Zuigan-ji Temple. 
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Tomida Railway Bridge  富田の鉄橋 

This part of Tomida, by the Shinmachi River, was once called Tomidagawa. 

The railway between Tokushima and the port of Komatsushima was 

completed in April 1913. On the base of the bridge remains an inscription 

calling it Tomidagawa-bashi (Tomida River Bridge), built in 1909 at the 

Kawasaki Shipyard in Hyogo. 
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Tomida Beach  富田浜 

The part of the Shinmachi River that runs along Tomida-machi was once 

called the Tomida River. From the confluence of the Suketo River and 

Shinmachi Rivers to the Ryogoku Bridge, there was a long bank. The area 

along this riverside was known as Tomida-hama (Tomida Beach). 
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In 1931, the Awa Kyodo Steamship Company built a railway line between 

Tokushima and Komatsushima in order to increase the number of 

passengers to and from the port in Komatsushima. As a railway bridge 

was built over the Tomida River, the high chimney steamships which go to 

Kobe and Osaka could not go west beyond the bridge. The steamships 

used the Nakazu port in the east instead.  

Many flat bottom boats and small boats which carried fish and sea food 

went by continuously. There was a fish market at Suberi-hama, up north 

from what is now Itsuki-cho. Boats used to come and go constantly, 

bringing in loads of seafood to sell. On the road along the bank, the large 

two-wheeled carts and the horse-drawn carriages passed up and down 

this road frequently, and up on the bank were many night-shops. There 

was a time when the liveliness of Tomida Beach reflected on the surface of 

Tomida River. 
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Tomida Bridge 富田橋 

Tomida Bridge was originally made of wood, so it made a rattling sound 

whenever people and carts passed over it. An iron bridge was built in 

1908 - 56m long, 6m wide. In time, that bridge too wore down and needed 

to be replaced. A reinforced concrete bridge was constructed in 1960. 
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Tenjin Festival 天神祭り 

A river full of boats, a sky full of fireworks and crowds of people standing 

on the bridges and river banks… Swaying lanterns with plum blossom 

designs are proudly displayed on the festival boats, ducking down as they 

pass under the low Ryogoku Bridge and then straightening right back up. 
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Dozens of boats repeat this rhythm on the water. The flames of the boat 

bonfires become brighter and brighter as the night river becomes deeper 

and darker, the night sky growing distant, taking on an almost mystical 

quality. 
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Ryogoku Bridge 両国橋 

Uchimachi was formerly designated as district number one and 

Shinmachi was district number two. Between these districts there was a 

wooden toll bridge named Ryogoku bridge – written with characters 

meaning "two-district bridge", rather than the "two-province" characters 

that are used now. The bridge name would continue to be written with 

those characters even after the district system of dividing cities was 

abandoned, until it was rebuilt in 1927 as a curved-chord truss bridge 

made from reinforced concrete, at which point it received its current 
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"two-province" name.  

Back in the bridge's "two-district" days, men worked to drive logs along to 

sawmills down river. The head clerk of the timber dealer shouts down 

from the bridge at Choyan, "Why are you so stupid?!" A boy apprentice, 

Choyan is fully equipped with his work clothes and log hook, but still 

hasn't gotten the hang of the trade yet: hopping around on the logs, 

"Uh-oh!" – he falls into the river with a splash. From atop the bridge, 

“Idiot! Get out of there and change out of those clothes!” Choyan starts to 

cry, but in time he'll grow up to be a fine log driver. The truss bridges from 

back then are gone now; bridges have become a flatter, less interesting 

sight. 
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Kaigara-se at Shinmachi Bridge  新町橋の貝殻瀬 

There were sandbanks near the mouth of the Shinmachi River. At low 

tide, the river narrowed and there was barely enough room for two boats 

to pass by each other. It was common for people to look for various shells, 

clams and even shrimp in this area. The tide often came in quickly, 

making children cry as it covered the sandbanks.  

This land was reclaimed in 1960 to form Minami Suehiro-cho, and the 

estuary depicted in this scene is now gone. For a time, primrose and peas 

were grown in the sandy reclaimed soil, but not anymore. The last traces 

of that estuary now belong to a distant past. 
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Mitsugashira  三つ頭 

Mitsugashira (“three heads”) is the name of the point where the 

Fukushima River and Shinmachi River meet. The name refers to how 

three city districts – Nakazu-cho, Bandai-cho and Fukushima-cho – meet 

at this point. The river is wide at Mitsugashira and at ebb tide a sandbar 

appears, where children enjoy searching for shells and making sand-balls. 

When night falls, the moon rises beyond the pine trees on the riverbank 

between Fukushima and Suehiro. In the moonlight, the rippling water at 
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Mitsugashira glistens as if under a spell. The children would see this and 

forget their tiredness, begging for bedtime stories. 
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Nakazu Port  中洲港  
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When the gong sounds, the steamship for Osaka and Kobe leaves port. 

Colorful streamers unfurl, and Mt. Bizan seems to be moving from side to 

side. It is difficult to keep one’s heart from falling into the water with the 

streamers which fall into the white foam whipped up by the vessel’s 

propeller. Black smoke pours from the steamship as it hurries to the 

mouth Shinmachi River. The people on shore begin to blur together – I 

can't tell which one is you. 
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The view from Kachidoki Bridge かちどき橋から 

If you look at maps of Tokushima from 1906 you can see that there was 

once a port at Tomida, south of Tomidabashi. It was comprised of two 

docks at Nakazu Wharf on its north end, and two docks at Tomida Wharf 

on its south end. However, following the construction of the railway 
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between Tokushima and Komatsushima in 1913, the primary shipping 

activity moved downriver.  

Black smoke could be seen as the ships of the Osaka Shosen, Awakoku 

Kyodo Kisen and Haneigumi Kisen companies left the port. The sound of 

gongs being struck and sea gulls circling overhead filled the air. People 

were able to watch the ships arriving and departing from the 

Kachidokibashi Bridge, which was built in 1941. Eventually, a new ferry 

terminal and a docklands area was established near the mouth of the 

Yoshinogawa River. All that remained at Nakazu was a rusty anchor, and 

now even that is gone. 
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The ferry in front of the Prefectural Government Office 県庁前渡し 

This man-powered ferry service started operating in 1930 - when the 

Prefectural Government Office moved to its current location in 

Higashi-Tomida (at present 1-chome Bandai-cho). The move was popular 

not just with those who worked there, but with the general public: “It's so 

convenient – we can go to the Kencho without going all the way around to 

Tomidabashi." Grey mullets jumped under the shade of the boat's parasol. 

Operating from 5am until 10pm at night, it cost one sen each way. There 

was also a commuter pass, 30 sen per month. This ferry service was 
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stopped in 1941, once the Kachidoki Bridge was built. 
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Tsuda Port at night 津田港夜景 

Many fishing boats and cargo vessels could be seen at the mouth of the 

Tsuda River from the Hansei period onwards. During the Edo period, 

these boats transported indigo dye, salt, refined sugar, and tobacco to 

Kamigata, Setouchi, Tokai, and Edo. There were over forty shipping 

agencies. These sail boats would wait for favourable wind and clear skies. 

Joruri (the narrative accompaniment to Bunraku puppet shows) was 

performed to comfort the boatman as they waited. The sound of the 
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shamisen, the wind blowing through the pine trees, the sweet smell of 

newly dyed fabric (mostly indigo curtains which were to be hung outside 

shop entrances), the scent of the sea breeze, lively noises of the town... as 

time went by our memories of these faded. Even the boats have now all 

disappeared. Tsuda is no longer a busy port, but the echoes of that time 

still linger there. 
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Tsuda-Iwanohana        津田岩の鼻 

Tsuda port looks small, when viewed from Iwanohana (nose of the rock). 

There were many boats coming and going in the old days. When the 

demand for indigo was high many storehouses with thick white mortar 

walls were built by the rich shipping agencies. With the decline of the Awa 
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Indigo industry, Tsuda was only frequented by fishing vessels. All that 

could be seen were the high sailed utasebune fishing boats and the pine 

trees in the background 

 

 


